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VarioFold Compact: offline becomes online at any time

ROWE presents the first completely modular
folding system in the world
Once you were offline, always offline – up to now that was the case as far
as folding machines were concerned. With the new patented ROWE
VarioFold Compact things have changed. Why? It can be extended from
offline to online with minimum outlay, even after it has already been put
into operation. For this the VarioFold Compact is compatible with all
standard wide format printers. This guarantees the user maximum security
for his investment. Thanks to the PREMIUM MANUAL FEED the VarioFold
Compact remains a complete offline folding system even in online
configuration. Another highlight: the VarioFold Compact Online isn’t any
more expensive than a standard offline folding system.
“Patented endless folding, height adjustment that’s easy on your back or easy
extension to an online folding system – never before has there been such
versatility. The system is also extraordinarily quiet during operation. We’ve
already had a lot of positive feedback from our customers concerning this”,
explains Johannes Roth, Managing Partner of ROWE. Modular construction
according to the principles of modular design enables this degree of flexibility in
its configuration. Users can select a number of options which enable them to
configure a folding system that exactly meets their requirements: they can select
output trays at the back or front which can hold various capacities. ROWE offers
various apps and kits for setting up individual folding programs and for folding
maps and letter formats and even extra-long documents. If the volume increases
the VarioFold Compact can be extended to an online folding system. For this it is
compatible with all standard wide format printers. Especially clever: the
PREMIUM MANUAL FEED ensures the VarioFold Compact remains a complete
offline folding system even in online configuration. Due to its compact dimensions
the VarioFold Compact is easy to integrate into any office environment. For users
wanting to fold automatically, even in a restricted space, ROWE offers the
VarioFold Compact with Tablestand – an extremely space saving stand for
operation of the folding system on any office table.
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When developing the new folding system ROWE paid special attention to
maximum user-friendly ergonomics: this is why the VarioFold Compact is
equipped with a Floorstand with back-friendly height adjustment so the operating
height can be adjusted according to the height of the user, as well as a feed table
with non-stick coating for optimal paper handling. The technologically advanced
interaction of micro-controllers with state-of-the-art step motors, patented holding
rollers and the torsion resistant aluminium spaceframe construction guarantees
maximum folding quality as well as quiet folding.
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Illustrations

Fig. 1: Extremely compact and versatile – the VarioFold Compact is the first completely
modular folding system.
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Fig. 2: Revolutionary: online folding is financially viable for everyone, thanks to ROWE.

(Please release photographs for use in print and online media. ©ROWE)

ROTH + WEBER GmbH
ROWE is the specialist in wide format from Germany, represented in 90 countries.
Perfectly coordinated systems for scanning, printing and finishing as well as
comprehensive software solutions for professional document workflow are developed and
manufactured by ROWE. ROWE has the leading edge worldwide as the specialist and
technological leader.
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